Genomic structure and transcriptional studies on the mouse ribosomal protein S3 gene: expression of U15 small nucleolar RNA.
Ribosomal protein S3 (rpS3) is a multifunctional ribosomal protein (RP) which is known to function as a DNA repair endonuclease as well as an RP. Recently, it was reported that rpS3 is involved in apoptosis. We identified the complete 4760 base pair genomic structure of the mouse rpS3 gene, which is composed of 7 exons and 6 introns. Promoter study revealed that transcription of the mouse rpS3 gene started at two C residues embedded in the 5'-terminal oligopyrimidine tract (5'-TOP); this was then compared with the human counterpart. Functional U15 small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) were expressed from the first and the fifth introns. About 300 base pairs (bps) upstream of the 5'-untranslated region (5'-UTR) of the mouse rpS3 gene was sufficient to show maximum transcription activity. This report shows the conservation of the genomic structure of the rpS3 gene in vertebrates and characteristics of its promoter similar to those of promoters of other mammalian RPs.